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Grain growth under shear annealing is crucial for controlling
the properties of polycrystalline materials. However, their micro-
scopic kinetics are not well understood because individual atomic
trajectories are difficult to track. Here, we study grain growth
with single-particle kinetics in colloidal polycrystals using video
microscopy. Rich grain-growth phenomena are revealed in three
shear regimes, including the normal grain growth (NGG) in weak
shear melting–recrystallization process in strong shear. For inter-
mediate shear, early stage NGG is arrested by built-up stress
and eventually gives way to dynamic abnormal grain growth
(DAGG). We find that DAGG occurs via a melting–recrystallization
process, which naturally explains the puzzling stress drop at
the onset of DAGG in metals. Moreover, we visualize that
grain boundary (GB) migration is coupled with shear via dis-
connection gliding. The disconnection-gliding dynamics and the
collective motions of ambient particles are resolved. We also
observed that grain rotation can violate the conventional relation
R × θ = constant (R is the grain radius, and θ is the misorien-
tation angle between two grains) by emission and annihila-
tion of dislocations across the grain, resulting in a step-by-step
rotation. Besides grain growth, we discover a result in shear-
induced melting: The melting volume fraction varies sinusoidally
on the angle mismatch between the triangular lattice orienta-
tion of the grain and the shear direction. These discoveries hold
potential to inform microstructure engineering of polycrystalline
materials.

colloidal crystal | shear-coupled grain boundary migration | grain
rotation | dynamic abnormal grain growth | melting–recrystallization

Polycrystals, such as metals, rocks, ceramics, and ice, exist
widely in nature and have broad applications in indus-

try. Generally, polycrystals are composed of small crystalline
patches, or grains, embedded within a network of grain bound-
aries (GBs). GB networks dominate polycrystal microstructure
and material properties. Thus, GB engineering, based on con-
trolling grain growth and manipulating GB kinetics, plays a key
role in materials processing (1–3). Despite its importance, how-
ever, GB kinetics remain poorly understood at the single-particle
level because atomic motions, especially motions of GBs buried
in the bulk solid, are difficult to track using electron microscopy
and other scattering techniques.

Mechanical or thermal annealing leads to coalescence of poly-
crystalline grains. This phenomenon, known as grain growth,
is governed by GB kinetics. Growing grains induce stresses on
and experience complex interactions with nearby grains and
defects. There are two types of grain growth: normal grain
growth (NGG) and abnormal grain growth (AGG). In NGG,
the microstructure evolves in a uniform manner; grain size is
log-normally distributed, and mean grain size exhibits power-
law growth. Traditional NGG theory describes GBs like a soap
froth dominated by surface tension; it predicts that the mean
grain diameter (d) grows with time (t), according to d(t)∼ tα

with α= 0.5. To date, experimentally measured α values are
always less than 0.5 due, for example, to stress effects from grain

growth (4), impurities (5), temperature (6), external fields (7),
and other factors (8, 9). Moreover, this curvature-driven growth
theory fails to explain observed GB dynamics, such as stress-
assisted grain growth (10, 11), grain rotation (12, 13), and AGG
(14, 15). Indeed, multiple grain-growth mechanisms may con-
tribute concurrently (9) to produce more complicated growth
behaviors.

Most studies of GB migration during NGG focus on GB
curvature effects (9, 16). GB motion is generally coupled with
tangential motion, wherein the geometrical constraints of two
adjacent lattices cause the two grains to slide tangentially rela-
tive to one another as the GB migrates in the direction normal
to its surface (17). This mechanism, called GB shear coupling
(18), has been observed in a macroscopic experiment in alu-
minum, but lacks corroborating microscopic observations (11).
Shear-coupled GB migration arises from gliding of disconnec-
tions (17, 19), but disconnection kinetics, including its effect
on the ambient lattice, have not been experimentally observed.
The recent experiment in gold bicrystals provides the first obser-
vation of GB migration associated with the displacements of
disconnections, but its electron microscopy cannot track their
motions and the shear displacement (20). In fact, a direct link
between microscopic dynamics and the collective behavior of the
many thousands of atoms that constitute the GB and surrounding
grains has not yet been made and represents a serious challenge
for both experiment and theory (2).

Significance

Grain growth and grain-boundary motions during shear play
key roles in polycrystal annealing. Notably, complex inter-
actions between neighboring grains give rise to nontrivial
grain-boundary kinetics that are not well understood, in part
because electron microscopy cannot dynamically track atoms.
Here, we observe grain-growth behaviors and elucidate kinet-
ics from experiments with colloidal polycrystals that resolve
single-particle motions; the observations reveal shear-coupled
grain-boundary migration, grain rotation via emission of dis-
locations across the grain, melting-point shifts for different
lattice orientations, and melting–recrystallization phenom-
ena, which provide a mechanism for unexplained dynamic
abnormal grain growth. These fundamental findings are crit-
ical results for understanding and processing polycrystalline
materials.
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AGG is a “discontinuous” phenomenon, wherein one or more
grains grow extremely rapidly, resulting in huge grains sur-
rounded by a uniform (i.e., log-normally distributed) microstruc-
ture of much smaller grains (14, 15). When AGG arises in
dynamic annealing conditions—e.g., under the influence of shear
forces—it is referred to as dynamic AGG (DAGG). DAGG was
first discovered in molybdenum sheets in 2009, wherein it proved
to be an effective technique to produce large single crystals (21).
All of the experiments observed a sudden stress drop at the onset
of DAGG (21–23), but the central mechanisms of DAGG and
the stress drop remain unclear.

Here, we experimentally explore these phenomena using col-
loidal solids. Colloids are excellent model systems for study of
GB kinetics because the micrometer-sized particles and their
thermal motions can be directly visualized and tracked by optical
microscopy inside bulk crystals and polycrystals (24–29). In fact,
colloid experiments have already provided useful insights about
grain growth (5, 8, 9), GB roughening (30–32), GB kinetics (16,
33), and quasi-localized phonons associated with GBs (34). Pre-
vious studies focused on grain size distributions, dopant effects,
roughening, and curvature-driven grain growth. Here, by con-
trast, we study shear-coupled GB migration due to disconnection
kinetics, grain rotations via rapid cross-grain dislocation gliding
and annihilation, and transient melting–recrystallization behav-
ior in DAGG. The first two phenomena were studied in metals,
but early investigations lacked microscopic experimental obser-
vations; study of the third phenomenon has not been explored
before.

Results
Experiment. The colloidal polycrystals used in our experiment are
composed of thermally sensitive poly(N-isopropylacrylamide)
(NIPA) microgel spheres sealed in a 40× 5× 0.02-mm3 glass
channel (SI Appendix, Fig. S1). The diameter of these NIPA
spheres, σ, changed linearly from 1.04 µm at 25◦C to 0.89 µm
at 30◦C in water (24, 35). The spheres have short-range repul-
sive interparticle interactions and display hard-sphere-like phase
behaviors. Here, we slightly rescaled their effective diameter so
that the melting volume fraction, φm = 0.545, was the same as
hard spheres. In our experiments, the volume fraction φ plays
a role similar to that of inverse temperature in atomic sys-
tems (28). Since NIPA spheres are more than 90% water, their
refractive index is very close to that of water, and the (111)
planes in the bulk crystal were clearly imaged by bright-field
microscopy.

The NIPA spheres self-assembled into a face-centered cubic
polycrystalline thin film consisting of ∼ 25 layers. The (111)
planes of all grains were parallel with the top/bottom sample
cell walls due to flow annealing when the colloid was injected
into the sample. The quasi-two-dimensional (quasi-2D) nature
of these polycrystals is apparent because different layers had
the same GB network and exhibited similar growth behaviors
when sheared (columnar grains in Movie S6). Our 2D imag-
ing cannot track the motions of dislocations whose Burgers
vectors are out of plane, but these dislocations are much less
common than dislocations with Burger vectors in the xy plane—
i.e., because of the columnar nature of the GB network. A
syringe pump exerted oscillatory compression on the sample with
shear strain amplitude γm and a period of 2.4 s (SI Appendix,
Fig. S1 A and C). The shear strain was uniform in the z direc-
tion at the center of the bulk polycrystalline film (SI Appendix,
Fig. S1D), and the flow speed was uniform in the xy plane
(Movie S1). Particle motions were recorded at 18 frames per
s with a charge-coupled device camera. Particles were tracked
in the 2D slice by standard image-analysis techniques (36);
full three-dimensional (3D) positions were not measured. More
experimental details are given in Materials and Methods and
SI Appendix.

Four types of grain growth arose during annealing, depend-
ing on strain amplitude (γm): NGG for 0≤ γm< 0.05; early
stage NGG and late-stage DAGG for 0.05<γm< 0.50; melt-
ing and recrystallization for 0.50<γm . 2.00; and melting for
γm≥ 2.00. The four regimes reported in detail herein were
measured at φ= 0.593; nevertheless, the reported effects are
robust, occurring for different φ with regime boundaries slightly
shifted.

0 ≤ γm < 0.05: NGG. We first considered the small shear regime
(0≤ γm< 0.05), wherein grains coalesced in the freshly made
polycrystal exhibiting NGG, as shown in Fig. 1. The grains are
colored by mismatch angle Θ between the shear (along the
x axis) and the [1 0] lattice orientation. We used the bond-
orientational correlation length d as the mean grain diameter
(SI Appendix, Fig. S2) (9). The collapse of the orientational cor-
relation functions in SI Appendix, Fig. S2D reflects a self-similar
microstructure during the grain growth, a signature of NGG. The
NGG grain growth obeyed a power law with exponent α= 0.2
(Fig. 1D); since it was less than 0.5, we surmised that stress was
building up during grain growth and that this stress effectively
reduced the growth rate (11, 17, 37).

From the videos of NGG, we observed shear-coupled GB
migration and its associated disconnection gliding. A discon-
nection is a topological line defect constrained on a GB with
a step component h and a dislocation component with Burg-
ers vector b, denoted by (b, h) (Fig. 1E). Disconnection gliding
along the tangential direction of the GB effectively displaced
the GB in a direction normal to the GB by distance H . Such
shear-coupled GB motion was observed in a macroscopic experi-
ment that tracked the displacement of a scratch mark on a metal
plate (11). The in situ transmission electron microscopy (20) can
resolve the displacement of disconnection, but cannot track the
reference atoms (e.g., red particles in Fig. 1 F–I) and, thus, is
not able to measure the shear displacement and shear coupling
factor B/H in Fig. 1I.

Fig. 1 F–I shows that when a GB propagates along its normal
direction with a displacement H , the two grains have a rela-
tive shear displacement B =βH along the tangential direction,
where the constant β= 0.70 is the shear coupling factor (17).
We found that the whole NGG process was dominated by such
shear-coupled GB migrations via disconnection gliding. Previous
simulations showed that multilayer disconnections [e.g., discon-
nection (1+2+3) in Fig. 1G] have lower energy than the sum
of corresponding single-layer disconnections (20); we found that
the multilayer disconnections were less mobile and tended to
decompose into single-layer disconnections when gliding across
the red reference line (Fig. 1 F–I). Any plastic rearrangement in
a crystal can be understood as a result of dislocations’ motions.
Here, the GB propagated via the motion of disconnections—
i.e., rows of dislocations in the z direction. Of course, not all
kinetics are captured by dislocation motions—e.g., several atoms
swapping positions in a closed loop without changing struc-
ture. Generally, electron microscopy can track the dislocation
displacement, but it is not fast enough to resolve the individ-
ual atomical motions that accompany such displacements. Here,
we further found that disconnection gliding induced stresses
and triggered cooperative string-like motions of particles in the
ambient crystalline grains (SI Appendix, Fig. S5 and Movie S3).
The chain of cooperative motions was longer when disconnec-
tions moved faster under stronger shear. Note that cooperative
motions also occurred outside the GB to relax stress when the
GB was moving.

0.05<γm < 0.50: Three Stages. When 0.05<γm< 0.50, the
grain growth proceeded in three stages, as shown in Fig. 2A.
In stage I (Fig. 2 B and C), d ∝ t0.2 (Fig. 2A), as was the
case for NGG when γm< 0.05. In stage II, the grain growth
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Fig. 1. NGG in a sample with no applied shear (γm = 0). (A–C) The grain growth at t = 200 s, 2,000 s, and 20,000 s, respectively. The focal plane is defined
as the xy plane. Colors represent the mismatch angle Θ between the shear (along the x axis) and local lattice orientation (i.e., the [1 0] orientation of the
triangular lattice); Inset and color wheel below A and B. (Scale bars: 20 µm.) This sample was rapidly quenched from a liquid state at φ= 0.488 to φ= 0.593
at t = 0 s, and it became fully crystallized within 200 s. (D) The mean grain diameter in the sample depicted in A–C grows according to a power law with
exponent α= 0.2. (E) A curved GB can be decomposed into many flat GB segments connected by disconnections. (F–I) A GB (green curve) migrates via
disconnection gliding (Movie S2). (F) At t = 1,000 s, disconnections 1, 2, and 3 on the left side of the red reference line are moving to the right (blue arrow)
along the GB. (G) At t = 1,007 s, the three disconnections combine to form a larger one. (H) At t = 1,010 s, the larger disconnection breaks up into three
smaller ones. Disconnection 3 crossed the red reference line and created a gap in it. (I) At t = 1,035 s, disconnections 1 and 2 also cross the red reference line,
and the gap (red dashed line) in the red reference line is widened. The shear displacement, B, results in a GB migration displacement, H, in the direction
normal to the GB interface.

became stagnant, and then the grains started to melt (Fig. 2D).
In stage III, the melted grains recrystallized from the unmelted
crystals; this effect led to very fast grain growth (Fig. 2 E and
F). The duration of the three stages is sensitive to γm. Stage
I became shorter at larger γm, and it vanished for γm> 0.50
(Fig. 2 A, Inset).

In stage I, grains not only grow or shrink, but also rotate.
Grain rotation is a natural consequence of the shear-coupled
GB migration (38, 39). Briefly, to ameliorate complex geomet-
rical constraints imposed by the multiple neighboring grains, the
phenomenon of grain rotation has usually been studied for cylin-
drical grains fully embedded within another grain in quasi-2D

I II III

A B C

D E F

0 s 100 s

200 s 400 s 600 s

0.01 0.1 0.5

101

102

103

104

t I 
[s

]

Fig. 2. Polycrystal annealing under oscillatory shear with γm = 0.20. (A) The mean grain diameter grows in three stages. (A, Inset) Stage I becomes shorter
as γm increases. (B–F) Coarsening of the polycrystal colored according to the color wheel in Fig. 1. Liquid regions are labeled in white. (Scale bars: 20 µm.)
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samples (18, 33, 40). Shrinkage of the grain requires that the GB
migrates toward its center, which, in turn, creates a collective
shear displacement relative to the outer grain that drives rota-
tion. An example of resulting rotation is shown in Fig. 3A. Since
a GB can be viewed as a chain of dislocations, and since the num-
ber of such topological defects is conserved (i.e., when they have
no chance to annihilate/generate, which is usually the case), the
grain radius R and the misorientation angle θ should satisfy the
equation (18, 38, 40):

Rθ= constant. [1]

To date, Eq. 1 has been observed in the rotation grains with
small misorientation angle (θ < 10◦) relative to the ambient
lattice and in the early stages of rotation grains with a large
misorientation angle (33, 38, 40). In practice, grains that have
large-angle GBs typically rotate to a certain magic angle with a
low GB energy, but the rotation usually stops before the angle is
reached because of repulsions between neighboring dislocations
on the GB (41).

Eq. 1 breaks down when dislocations on the GB can annihi-
late, and Srinivasan and Cahn (41) have noted that annihilation
should occur only between dislocations with opposite Burgers
vectors located on opposite GBs. Dislocations inside a rotating
grain surrounded by multiple grains have been observed in met-
als (42, 43), but the kinetics and annihilation of these dislocations
were not able to be resolved by electron microscopy (41). While
simulations have revealed the breakdown of Eq. 1, they could
not resolve rapid dislocation gliding through the grain; thus,
the mechanisms remain unclear (40). Here, the slow dynamics
of colloidal particles enable us to visualize rapid dislocation-
annihilation kinetics and experimentally confirm Srinivasan and
Cahn’s picture of the dislocation-annihilation mechanism. For
example, the upper GB in Fig. 3C emits two [0 1] dislocations,
which glided through the grain and annihilated another two dis-
locations at the lower GB. This behavior triggered subsequent
emission of a [0 1̄] dislocation from the lower GB toward the
upper GB, as shown in Fig. 3D.

Usually, two dislocations annihilate each other completely
when their Burgers vectors point in opposite directions. Occa-
sionally, two dislocations without oppositely directed Burgers
vectors can partly annihilate, as shown in Fig. 3 C and D, Inset
(e.g., [1 1̄] + [0 1] = [1 0]). One or two dislocations gliding
through the grain (e.g., Fig. 3 C and D) can be viewed as a small-
angle GB cutting through the grain and thereby rotating part of
the grain by a small angle (e.g., 1.5◦ in Fig. 3C). Such small rota-
tions were repeated several times until θ decreased from 30◦ to
16◦ (Fig. 3 D and E). After this point, the GB disintegrated and
left a small disordered region (Fig. 3E), wherein individual dislo-
cations could barely be resolved. Such disordered regions slowly
annealed into a single crystal (Fig. 3F). We further found that a
higher shear effectively promoted rapid dislocation gliding and
grain rotation.

During stage II (Fig. 2A), grains stopped growing due to the
stress that had accumulated in stage I. Such stagnation effects
have been intensively studied (17, 44), but subsequent melt-
ing and recrystallization have never been reported. When shear
flow occurs along the lattice orientation, different layers in the
z direction can easily slide against each other and maintain
the lattice structure. By contrast, a shear flow perpendicular to
the lattice orientation causes “bumping” with neighboring layers
during sliding, resulting in more stress and possible grain melt-
ing. A simple example of such case is given in SI Appendix, Fig. S3
and Movie S5. To quantify the melting volume fraction, φm(Θ),
of grains with different Θ, we measured the maximum lattice
angle, Θm, of the unmelted grains at γm = 0.50 (Fig. 4). Note
that, here, we chose this high γm because the melting started
immediately after the shear was applied without the initial NGG
stage (Fig. 4B).

Fig. 4D shows that φm linearly decreased with cos(6Θm);
the factor 6 arose from the sixfold lattice symmetry. We
observed that applied shear expanded the liquid–crystal coexis-
tence regime from 0.494<φ< 0.545 (no shear) (28) to 0.519<
φ< 0.595 (Fig. 4D), which generalized the equilibrium phase
diagram of hard spheres (no shear) to the case with shear. The
melting point φm0 = 0.545 shifted more than the freezing point
φf0 = 0.494, indicating that the shear promotes melting more

[1 

[1 0]

F 90 sE 10 s

B 0 s C 1 s

D 1.5 s

=      +
0  =      +

A
[0 1]

]

Fig. 3. Rotation of a grain fully embedded in another grain (γm = 0.20). (A) Decreasing the radius R leads to an increase in the misorientation angle
θ, as required by Eq. 1. The solid and dashed red lines are reference lines and gaps, similarly shown in Fig. 1 H and I. This relationship breaks down
when dislocations can annihilate each other—e.g., B–E and Movie S4. (B) A grain with a misorientation angle θ= 30◦ fully embedded in a large crys-
tal. (C) At t = 1 s, two [0 1] dislocations (⊥) in B emitted from the upper GB move downward and annihilate with two dislocations at the lower
GB. Such annihilation induces a slight rotation of the right half of the grain, resulting in a new grain-orientation angle of θ= 28.5◦. The disloca-
tions are labeled in color (see key between A and B). The detailed distributions of dislocations in B and C are shown in SI Appendix, Fig. S6. The
left bottom dislocation will be emitted through the grain in D. (D) At t = 1.5 s, the lower GB emits a [0 1̄] dislocation toward the upper GB; this
causes the middle region to rotate and the region oriented at 28.5◦ to grow larger. (E) After the emission and annihilation of several other disloca-
tions, a disordered region with an average θ= 16◦ remains. (F) The disordered region completely merges with the ambient lattice at t = 90 s. (Scale
bars: 10 µm.)
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Fig. 4. Melting and recrystallization at γm = 0.50. (Scale bars: 20 µm.) (A)
Polycrystal with φ= 0.55 before shear was applied; see the color wheel in
Fig. 1. (B) The crystal melted immediately, 1 s after the shear was applied.
Liquid regions are in white. (C) At t = 100 s, the polycrystal recrystallized
and formed small-Θ grains. (D) Melting-volume fraction φm for grains with
different Θ. The red dashed lines label melting and freezing volume frac-
tions of a hard-sphere system with no shear, corresponding to 0% and 100%
liquid, respectively.

when the system is more of a crystal than a liquid. Although
the shift and expansion of the liquid–crystal coexistence regime
varied under different γm, we found that the relationship, φm∼
cos(6Θm), was robust for different γm. Such a result is qualita-
tively expected and has been qualitatively observed in plasma
crystals—e.g., grains with Θ = 30◦ melt more easily than grains
with Θ = 0◦ (45).

In stage III, the melted region recrystallized from the surface
of the unmelted small-Θ grains, resulting in a rapid increase
in the mean grain size—i.e., DAGG (Fig. 2 A, E, and F). Evi-
dently, the unmelted crystals serve as large postcritical nuclei,
from which grains grow much faster than via the GB migra-
tions characteristic of most polycrystal annealing processes.
Previously, DAGG has been observed in metals (21, 23, 46),
but the underling mechanism remains unknown. A major puz-
zle, for example, concerns why the onset of DAGG is always
associated with a sudden stress drop (21, 23, 46). Our observa-
tions of the melting–recrystallization process suggest that partial
melting can effectively relax the stresses that had accumulated
during stage I.

γm > 0.50: Shear Melting. For 0.5<γm . 2.00, the stages I and
II (NGG and stagnation) vanish, and grain growth is purely a
DAGG process. All of the crystalline grains with a mismatch
angle larger than a particular Θm were found to melt in a few
seconds after shear was applied (Fig. S7 A and B), and this
Θm decreased to 0◦ (i.e., all grains melted) when γm & 1.00.
At extremely large shear (γm> 2.00), the polycrystal melted
catastrophically without recrystallization.

Conclusions
Colloidal crystals are much softer than atomic crystals, and, with
them, we can easily study a broad range of strains that reveal
rich grain-growth phenomenology and GB kinetics with single-
particle resolution in bulk polycrystals under shear. Importantly,
the shear-induced grain-growth behaviors in colloidal and atomic
systems should share some similarities, because γ is a dimension-
less quantity, and because colloidal particles and some metallic

atoms can be approximately modeled as hard spheres (47). In
a different vein, the conditions (γ) in our colloid experiments
share similarities with olivine, the main component of the Earth’s
upper mantle. Olivine relaxes into a preferred grain orientation
along the shear at 0.5. γ. 2, produces amorphous patches at
2. γ. 5, and becomes an amorphous solid at γ& 5 (48). After
the shear is removed, olivine maintains its amorphous struc-
ture, whereas the colloidal sphere sample recrystallizes. This
difference could be due to their varied interactions: Olivine
molecules have strong attractive and anisotropic bonds, whereas
colloidal spheres exhibit isotropic repulsion, which can easily
induce crystallization.

We observed universal bond-orientational correlations during
the evolution of NGG (SI Appendix, Fig. S2D), and grain growth
exhibited a constant exponent α= 0.2 at different γm (Figs. 1D
and 2A), suggesting that grain growth is determined by the same
coarsening mechanism (i.e., shear-coupled GB migration) rather
than external forces. Our experiment provides an observation
of shear-coupled GB migration at the single-particle level and
confirms its underlying mechanism of disconnection gliding with
stress relaxation via string-like motions in the ambient crystal (SI
Appendix, Fig. S5).

Grain rotation is one basic type of annealing phenomenon,
but its kinetics is not well understood. We observed a scenario
that grain rotates step by step, and each step corresponds to
the dislocation gliding across the grain and annihilating at the
opposite GB. This scenario is promoted by oscillatory shear,
provided that the grain is small enough for the dislocations on
opposite sides to attract each other. Thus, when the mean grain
radius decreases, we expect that the polycrystal will become
unstable because many dislocations can attract and annihilate
each other.

Moreover, we observed DAGG in colloidal crystals. DAGG
has been observed in various alloys, but its mechanism is unclear.
We found that the DAGG arises from a melting–recrystallization
process. This observation can also explain the puzzle of the
sudden stress drop found at the onset of DAGG in metals
(21–23).

Besides the above results about grain growth and GB motion,
we discovered a result in shear-induced melting: φm∼ cos(6Θ).
This finding is consistent with a qualitative observation in plasma
crystals that the lattice is easily distorted when its orientation is
perpendicular to the direction of shear (45). Similarly, we conjec-
ture that the melting point changes linearly with cos(mΘ) for a
lattice with m-fold symmetry in the plane perpendicular to shear
strain. Schemes based on this idea provide a way to tailor the
grain orientation and remove unwanted grains by melting and
recrystallization under appropriate shear.

Materials and Methods
We synthesized NIPA (also known as pNIPA or pNIPAM) microgel spheres
with less than 3% polydispersity and dispersed them in an aqueous buffer
solution with 1 mM acetic acid (24). The NIPA spheres were slightly nega-
tively charged; they exhibited short-range steric repulsion, and their effec-
tive diameter, σ, varied linearly with temperature. Note that the diameter of
these soft spheres is ambiguous. Here, we assigned σ(T) from measurements
based on image analysis. We then rescaled the diameter slightly so that
the melting volume fraction of the 3D crystal was the same as that of hard
spheres, φm = 0.545. By using this rescaled diameter, the measured freezing
point of our sample is φf = 0.49, which is very close to that of hard spheres
(0.494). Hence, NIPA spheres exhibited almost the same phase behavior as
hard spheres. The channel fabrication and oscillatory shear are shown in
SI Appendix.

Data Availability. All study data are included in the article and SI Appendix.
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